Mitigating Cocrystal Physical Stability Liabilities in Preclinical Formulations.
Poor aqueous solubility of a majority of new small molecule chemical entities is a significant challenge in drug discovery since considerably high exposures are often required to enable pharmacokinetic, pharmacology, and toxicology studies. Pharmaceutical cocrystals have received considerable attention in recent years owing to their potential to improve the physicochemical properties and in vivo performance of poorly soluble drugs. However, physical instability in supersaturated solution/suspension formulations is a major concern for their use in preclinical studies. This review will present an overview of the thermodynamic and kinetic contributions impacting physical stability of cocrystals in preclinical formulations with a focus on the role of surfactants, polymeric excipients, and pH. Finally, the in vivo performance of cocrystals will be discussed. The article will conclude with a perspective on strategies to develop physically stable preclinical cocrystal formulations.